Abstract-The author has found many applications in machine vision of Constraint Networks based upon an Augmented Lagrangian formulation. This paper discusses two of the more fundamental applications: to provide a generalization of the Harris Coupled Depth-Slope analog network, and as a method of implementing data fusion (such as between two visual modules).
I. INTRODUCTION

A. Visual Reconstruction recent powerful computational paradigm in computer
A vision research is that one should formulate the various reconstruction problems (i.e., recovery of depth, or recovery of motion, for example) as the minimization of a functional that characterizes the degree of acceptability of a solution according to the existing constraints. A common example is that of Tikhonov regularization [l] . Such an approach captures the intuitive notion that the solutions ought to reflect the continuity of surfaces within a scene. Typically, for the reconstruction of some function 4, we attempt to minimize a functional of the form where D enforces a type of loose compatibility with noisy data (it is small when the solution is close to the data) and S enforces a degree of smoothness on the solution (it is large for rough solutions). S may be a Sobolev norm or semi-norm.
This introduces various orders of the derivative (squared) of the function of interest into the formulation.
In practice, it is often the case that only one order of derivative is actually used. Such a formulation was pioneered by "the MIT school" [2] and extended to formulations involving weighted Sobolev norms to try to accommodate discontinuities [31.
B. Analog Network Solutions
Even from those early formulations, it was realized that the analogy between the energy of an analog network and the value of the functional to be minimized leads to natural analog network implementations. These analog networks have recently been investigated as a practical means for supplying the enormous computational requirements and fault tolerance required for real-time applications [4] , [5] . Engineering, La Trobe University, Bundoora, Victoria 3083, Australia. Harris [6] provided an analog network that contained layers corresponding to the case where more than one derivative is included in the smoothness term. However, his mathematical justification was rather ad hoc and relied upon a simple penalty-based approach to ensure compatibility between the derivatives.
C. Contributions of Constraint Network
In this paper we show how a more general approach (based upon Augmented Lagrangian formulations) can be used to derive similar networks (including that of Harris as a special case). In doing so, one achieves many advantages both from a theoretical and a practical point of view. In particular, from a mathematical point of view (leaving aside whether one ultimately wishes to use analog networks for the solution), this more general formulation immediately suggests a mixed finite element formulation [7] , [8] which has significant advantages in terms of the simplicity of the elements compared with the usual approach adopted by Terzopoulos [9] . Such mixed finite element schemes are similar to those used in many applications involving the solution of partial differential equations [ 101. Furthermore, the approach also suggests (because of its generality) many more possible approaches for digital computational solution-we mention here only two: Uzawa's approach and the Arrow/Hurwicz approach [ll] . In this paper we concentrate on using analog neural networks that are based upon those suggested by Platt [12] (and, independently, as a purely mathematical procedure by Snyman [ 131) which are closely related to these two digital approaches.
We can also use these constraint networks for other tasks. For example, in vision we have used these networks [7] to solve the motion tracking problem using a formulation similar to [14] . To illustrate another use we conclude this paper with a brief investigation of the use of constraint networks in data fusion.
It should be pointed out that, though we mainly restrict ourselves in this paper to study of analog networks for visual reconstruction, this work should have much wider applicability. Since the essence of our setting is a regularization formulation, our approaches should have implications for the solution of inverse problems in general (e.g., [15] ). Moreover, since regularization networks have been shown to be related to other networks such as radial basis networks [16] , [17] , our work is also necessarily connected to these other networks. More directly, Mjolsness and Garret [18] have studied a whole class of networks related to those of Platt.
D. Notation
In the sequel we reserve subscripts to denote the values of 0018-9340/91$01.00 0 1991 IEEE a function at a set of points indexed by the subscript (i.e., $i is the value of the function $ at the point indexed by 2). We use superscripts to differentiate between different but related functions. For example, the various orders of derivative of a function are denoted by superscripts, and where this may confuse with powers of a quantity we use enclosing brackets (i.e., $m is the mth derivative of the function $, whereas ( q l~" )~ is that function multiplied by itself). Where we have a small number of related functions we simplify notation by using different letters without subscripts. An arbitrary domain of interest (e.g., "the image") is denoted by 52.
BACKGROUND
This section contains background material covering Augmented Lagrangian methods, the model visual reconstruction problem, and the Harris Coupled Depth-Slope model.
A. Penalty and Lagrangian Formulations
Our constraint networks are derived from Augmented Lagrangian approaches to constrained minimization. Suppose we wish to minimize some functional J ( $ ) subject to a single constraint G($) = 0. The Augmented Lagrangian formulation is to seek extrema of the functional
where p 2 0 is fixed and X is a (Lagrange multiplier) constant to be determined. For p = 0 the above formulation reduces to the standard Lagrange multiplier approach. For X = 0 the Augmented Lagrangian reduces to the standard Penalty approach. Thus, the Augmented Lagrangian generalizes the two approaches. Furthermore, the Augmented Lagrangian provides a formulation that, to some extent, provides the advantages of the two approaches (the ability to enforce constraints exactly with numerical stability [19] ).
B. Model Visual Reconstruction Problem
We now give a one-dimensional regularization formulation (using a weighted Sobolev norm smoothness functional [3]) of the visual reconstruction problem. In this problem, one seeks a solution $ that minimizes the following functional:
If g3 is identically zero for all but some j = 1, then we would say that we have an Ith-order smoothness constraint. For much of the explanations that follow, it is convenient to ignore the last (data compatibility) term.
C. Harris Coupled Depth-Slope Analog Network
In Hams [6] a multilayered analog network (see Fig. 1 ) for one-dimensional visual reconstruction is introduced. In this formulation, each resistive layer corresponds to successively higher order derivatives { $ z }~= , of the function $ = to be reconstructed. If the resistive elements are linear with conductance gm (z), the network reconstructs piecewise linear approximations to the function and its first p derivatives. As such, we can see that this is an analog computational structure for computing a linear finite element approximation to the regularized solution using a pth-order (weighted) Sobolev semi-norm.
The network effectively solves the minimization of the functional:
We recognize that the constraints between the various orders of derivative are enforced by a Penalty-based approach. In addition to the resistive elements, Harris requires some special "tri-directional subtraction devices" to implement the constraint between the various layers. Further details of the implementation were provided in [20] and [21] . The advantages of the Hams Coupled Depth-Slope reformulation lie in the simple mapping from this formulation to an analog resistive network, the ability to incorporate constraints on the derivatives, and the ability to simultaneously approximate the derivatives as well as the original function itself. The latter considerations explain why Horn [22] produced a similar formulation for the particular visual reconstruction problem of recovering shape from shading (here the shading directly constrains the surface normals, i.e., the derivatives of the surface height function).
However, as a basic approach, there are many more subtle potential advantages that become apparent when one realizes that the same techniques have been used in the study of fluid flow, elasticity, and the solution of other problems that reduce to elliptic partial differential equations [7] . Such a recognition allows one to adopt more general Augmented Lagrangian formulations [lo] and place the discretization of this approach within the framework of mixed finite element theory [23] . It is beyond the scope of this paper to consider these more subtle mathematical issues, but we will show, however, how the Augmented Lagrangian approach can be used to considerably generalize the Harris model and lead to radically different analog network implementations.
in which introduced functions (derivative approximations) are expressed and related by constraints. The original Harris approach, relying upon the resistive smoothing analogy, cannot, without modification, include a zero-order smoothness term (minimizing the integral of $O = $ squared) such as may be natural for schemes preferring the smallest possible solution (e.g., in motion estimation). Our generalizations permit the derivation of many alternative formulations with many consequent implications in terms of possible solution methods. We shall briefly consider some alternative solution methods here, including digital methods, but our main concern is with demonstrating the effectiveness of alternative analog network realizations. The various alternatives at the formulation stage, at the discretization stage, and at the implementation stage, will have effects upon the efficiency and accuracy of the solution, but the characterization and evaluation of such effects 111. CONSTRAINT NETWORK GENERALIZING COUPLED DEPTH-SLOPE NETWORKS we now introduce an Augmented Lagrangian form of the Coupled Depth-Slope Consider minimizing the square for the function $m+i subject to the constraint that $m+l is the derivative of the function $". Using an Augmented Lagrangian formulation we seek to extremize the following functional:
The extrema of this functional satisfy the (necessary) conditions
In general, these extrema may be minima, maxima, saddle points, or points of inflection.
It is easy to show [7] that, for this case, A" = $J"+'. Thus, we can sometimes avoid the extra cost of storing the Lagrange multipliers and the extra cost of solving for the Lagrange multipliers. After making the substitution, $"+I becomes a dual variable in the same manner that A" was before (Le., if the solution is a saddle point then this saddle point is a minimum with respect to $" and a maximum with respect to It is easy to construct many different Augmented Lagrangian formulations of Coupled Depth-Slope networks by choosing which derivatives appearing in the smoothness functional [in (l)] are to be represented by an introduced "unknown" function, and how to represent constraints between these new "unknowns" and other derivatives of the function. For example, one could constrain the unknown +"+' to be the derivative of order m + 1 of $ directly, rather than as being the first-order derivative of the approximation +" of the order m derivative as we did in (5). Another variation would be to express the first term in (5) in a form still retaining some derivative operators, e.g., 5 rather than $"+'. Hams' penalty-based approach requires a smoothness term of this form to be able to use a resistive layer to provide the appropriate smoothing to $"; we are not so constrained since we do not use this resistive network analogy (see Section In summary, we have generalized the Coupled Depth-Slope in two ways. First, we have adopted an Augmented Lagrangian approach that specializes to the existing penalty-based approaches, or to an alternative Lagrangian formulation. Whereas the penalty-based approaches cannot enforce constraints exactly, the (Augmented) Lagrangian-based approaches can. Our second generalization is to permit variations in the manner $"+I.)
111-A2).
is beyond the scope of the present paper.
A. Network Simulation and Problem Solution: Digital and Analog
Once we have formulated our objective functional, we must devise software and/or hardware solution strategies. Even if one ultimately intends to adopt an analog hardware solution it is necessary to perform digital simulations first. These simulations can show whether the solutions truly conform to those desired (i.e., our objective functional actually captures the qualities we desire), or the simulations can aim to track to evolution of the analog network as it evolves toward a state identifying the solution (to determine how efficient and stable this evolution may be). In other words, our digital experiments may have a character that covers a whole spectrum in terms of the degree to which we are concerned that the computations themselves are related to the characteristics of the proposed analog hardware. At one end of the spectrum, we may employ standard numerical routines to directly or iteratively derive the solution with no emphasis on how this may be implemented in hardware (this would be typified by a conjugate gradient method, for example). At the other end one may postulate the actual structure of the network in silicon, construct Spice models for the various components of the network, and simulate the network to carefully examine the dynamics and stability for this particular realization (this approach is currently being pursued [24] ). In between, are various approaches which may abstract out all but the general structure of the network and implement a crude dynamics through discrete iterations such as we will concentrate upon here. Some of these approaches, perhaps not being regarded as the ultimate implementation strategy in themselves, may provide sufficient speed on massively parallel (digital) machines, such as the connection machine, as to be viable implementation options at least in the interim before analog networks are developed. 1) Digital Approaches: Depending upon our choice of parameters p", we can have a formulation that is essentially a penalty formulation (solution is a minimum of the functional), or a formulation that is Lagrangian (e.g., pm = 0, and thus the solution is a saddle point).
For the first case, gradient descent is the obvious and simple, but inefficient, digital approach. Indeed, conjugate direction algorithms [25] are a similarly motivated but far more efficient digital approach. Alternatively, one may derive the Euler-Lagrange equations (necessary conditions) and attempt to solve these (possibly nonlinear) equations by direct or iterative means. Usually, due to the size of the system of equations, the preferred methods are iterative. Such iterative methods also have a local gathering of information character that is well suited to massively parallel machines such as the connection machine. The actual scheme proposed by Harris [6] is a typical example. In a sense, such approaches are also crude models of analog networks where the coefficients used to multiply data points can be interpreted as connection strengths (see the next section).
For the second case, because of the saddle-point nature, instead of gradient descent, one must perform ascent on the dual variables. There are many variations upon this theme, one is to completely minimize the functional with respect to the primary variables by whatever is a suitable method, and then to make a small ascent step on the dual variables before repeating the minimization (Uzawa's method [ll] ). Another is to make small descent steps on the primary variables alternating with ascent steps on the dual variables (ArrowlHurwicz method [ll] ). Indeed, Platt's [12] analog network is just the latter approach taken to the continuous analog extreme. Instead of gradient ascent/descent, there are the approaches that try to solve the (possibly nonlinear) equations that result from the Euler-Lagrange necessary conditions (e.g., [26] ).
2) Analog Networks: We concentrate here upon analog networks that are alternatives to that proposed and investigated by Hams [6], [21] , [20] . For this purpose we restrict ourselves to situations where the objective functional characterizes the solution as a saddle point. Indeed, for simplicity, we will set pm = 0. However, it is to be noted that positive values of p m in the range (0 5 p" < 1) would generally bestow more stability on the system [19] . This appears to be unnecessary for our basic demonstration problem but appears to be necessary for more complex functionals.
The general outline of the approach is as follows. First we construct a regularization formulation that contains various orders of derivatives 0 5 i 5 p. We then introduce new the Lagrangian functional We emphasize that our generalizations permit many variations on this theme. Furthermore, it is possible to map the analog schemes derived onto actual analog hardware [24] using primitives already popular in artificial neural systems [41.
B. Examples
We now give some examples of our approach. I ) One-Dimensional Reconstruction: In this example we consider using first-order and second-order smoothness terms and a "spring" data compatibility term [9] as our original regularization formulation. Thus, our objective is to find + that minimizes (8) Following our coupled approach, we introduce independent representations for the first two derivatives and thus reformulate as the constrained minimization problem of finding $, U , p that minimizes
We can then use Lagrange multipliers A 1 and A2 to turn the problem into one of seeking a saddle point of unknowns qhi and replace various orders of derivatives with these "unknowns." A Lagrangian is formed by introducing appropriate Lagrange multipliers to directly constrain the unknowns to the appropriate order of derivative of + (i.e., 2 = ~) .
In this form it is easy to show that the Lagrange multipliers are just the unknowns + z l i > 0, and so we tion. Now @ , i > 0, are dual variables. We discretize the Lagrangian so that we have a discrete Lagrangian involving the function and its derivatives at a series of nodal points ($, 0 I i 5 p , 0 I j 5 n -1). Finally, we adopt the analog network method of solution of Platt [12] where one Furthermore, it can easily be shown that A 1 = U , A2 = p , L(+, U , P> = J, % (see [7] ): so we can simplify (10) to
11) can replace these multipliers from the Lagrangian formula-
P performs gradient descent on the primary variables (+: , i.e., +j) and ascent on the dual variables (+j, i > 0) contained in
Finally, we transform to its weak constraint equivalent -( U 2 + p 2 ) + ,* -dp d$ d x 2) 2-0 Example: We conclude our examples with a twodimensional "membrane" reconstruction. Our objective is to find the solution that minimizes the following functional:
We now have to discretize (13). We choose to use the most simple finite elements possible-linear elements for $, U , and p-over domains that are equal size intervals partitioning R into n parts. We label the nodal points i : i = 0 . n -1.
It is then a simple matter of integrating over each subdomain to arrive at (17) i j where now u , v are the first partial derivatives of $.
To discretize, we choose to index nodal points of II, by o . . . ni, o. . . n j and triangulate the domain (see Fig. 3 ).
Within each triangular domain $ is linear, and 2 = U and -n-2 2 = v is constant.
When discretized, the functional becomes n-2
In the above, we have arbitrarily set the nodal spacing to one
We now have a finite dimensional saddle point problem. To solve this problem, we adopt the mathematical programming approach of Platt [12] and Snyman [13] . This leads naturally to a dynamical system or neural network analog scheme:
Differentiation of (14) yields (16) shown at the bottom of the page. These equations were integrated for the 128 data samples taken from Blake [27] with standard deviation of the noise (T = 16 (Fig. 2) . It is well known that the optimal value of p, in a Bayesian sense, is &: this value was chosen in all simulations. The original values of the function were set to the data and the initial values of all derivatives are zero. A stepsize of 0.01 was used in the integration. The results are displayed after 1000 iterations, and after 10 000 iterations (see Fig. 2) . The results clearly demonstrate that the method can effectively reconstruct the function and its first and second derivatives simultaneously.
---
It is now straightforward to perform gradient descent on the primary variables $i,j and gradient ascent on dual variables
Ignoring the boundaries where slight modifications are The equations were integrated (simple forward Euler scheme with stepsize of 0.1) (see Fig. 4 ).
The first derivatives are as expected: U = 2 is nearly 0 everywhere, and v = 2 shows a negative slope down the smoothed edge.
C. Neural Net Structure
update equations derived from our simulations (see Fig. 5 ).
As expected, the structures are generally layered, sharing this feature with the closely related Hams [6] analog nets. However, our nets appear to be simpler (not requiring the special three way subtraction devices of Harris [20] ). It is very simple to map the analog equations onto the type of analog hardware primitives devised by Mead [4], for example a firstorder regularization net whose basic structure and connectivity The structure of the neural nets may be deduced from the is depicted in Fig. 5 (b) can be realized [24] as shown in Fig. 6 .
We should emphasize that there are two points of departure from the Hams approach. First, we adopted a more general Augmented Lagrangian approach (Harris uses a Penalty based approach to enforce compatibility between derivatives), and second we employ the Platt analog scheme to derive our net structure.
IV. CONSTRAINT NETWORKS: DATA FUSION
The fusion of data from different vision modules has become an important goal in computational vision (see, for example [28] and [29] ). We investigate, in this section, methods based upon decomposing the minimization of the sum of convex functions and using Augmented Lagrangian Techniques for ensuring compatibility at all stages of the iteration. Such a decomposition process facilitates parallel execution (digital as well as analog network).
A. Abstract Formulation
We borrow an established idea as our starting point (see [30, p. 2461).
We begin our formulation by supposing that we wish to fuse m estimates of a vector x and that each estimate is characterized by the minimizer of a functional F j , j = 1 . . -m. One approach to formulate the fusion problem is to seek the minimizer of
j Such a formulation tightly couples the individual estimations into one minimization problem. We now seek to reformulate the problem in a way that will decouple the problems from a computational point of view. To do this we introduce separate vectors x3 for each subproblem and therefore seek to solve
j=1 subject to
We now form the (Augmented) Lagrangian:
Under suitable conditions, the solution ( 2 , x i , X j ) satisfies
B. Algorithms and Implementation
Similar to our previous examples, we choose to use algorithms that exploit the fact that, under certain conditions, the solution is a saddle point. Such approaches can be seen as variations upon the theme:
Outer Loop
Inner Loop-relax on x Inner Loop-relax on XJ Inner Loop-relax on XJ here each of the Inner Loops may be a single step or a complete relaxation toward the relevant maximudminimum with respect to the other variables remaining constant. In other words, the the variations for solving saddle point problems can be seen as variations upon this idea based upon either using a different stepping direction (e.g., conjugate gradients introduced) or by varying the time scales of the relaxations above (and, of course, using both variations in some combination).
We again favor analog network schemes based upon the idea of Platt [12] and Snyman [13], using gradient descent and ascent as the means or iteration:
C. Combining First-Order Regularized Estimations
In this example we assume that we have two sources of data. Each source produces an estimate xi of the raw input data d j by minimizing where i denotes the ith component of the relevant vectors, and p is a smoothing parameter. This is the discrete version of the one-dimensional first-order smoothness regularization of data approximation [l]. In our first set of experiments we use single gradient direction iterations for the inner loops for updating x3 and Xj. For updating x , though, we use a variation suggested by [30, p. 2471: which can be seen as a single step to solve, at each stage, 9 = 0. This is a step that can be efficiently performed in parallel. Indeed, we have implemented the above method by assigning the updates for xj and X j to a single processor for each j and using the efficient combination facilities of the Express operating system. (Express is a parallel processing system developed by Parasoft based upon the Cubix operating system [31] -"excombine()".)
We note that if the estimates offered by each module vary in reliability, we can modify (27) to turn the first term into a weighted average. The interpretation of these schemes in terms of analog approaches is again straightforward and we are currently exploring such schemes.
V. CONCLUSION
Because of the generality of Augmented Lagrangian formulations, we have found many applications of constraint-based networks for solving machine vision problems formulated in such a manner [7] . Here we have concentrated only on those applications that we see as having more fundamental significance. The first of these provides a generalization of the Harris Coupled Depth-Slope analog model of visual reconstruction. Because of the generality of our approach, one can derive many more alternative structures. Second, our mathematical setting places this approach within the bounds of mixed finite element theory [8]. This offers many advantages in terms of the associated mathematical theory and implementation on digital machines. Our second use is in data fusion, which is a crucial task for systems using multiple sensors or methods of analysis of data.
As a general solution strategy, we have suggested the analog constraint network strategy of Platt. Thus, we have been able to find and demonstrate a wide range of applications of constraint networks based upon those advocated by Platt. The simplicity I d Fig. 6 . Analog VLSI realization of first-order net. An analog network to perform regularization using first-order derivative in the smoothness functional. Voltages representing data values d are attached to the top, approximations to the reconstructed function $ appear as voltages in the first layer, and the approximation to the first derivative of I I , appears as voltages on the second layer. VO is a reference zero voltage. Note that a resistive network for first-order smoothness would not explicitly reconstruct the first derivative.
The structure can be compared with that shown in Fig. 5(b) : the two amplifiers and capacitor at the bottom calculate U (the first derivative), while the pairs of amplifiers above and to each side calculate an approximation to qb at two positions.
